Introduction
There are a number of computer vision applications which involve, one way or another, the recognition of objects in images. In typical recognition applications, a (mobile) robot searches for known objects in images continuously acquired by a camera. In common image retrieval applications, a collection of images is searched for views of a specific object or images showing objects from an object category, for instance a specific actor, members of a sports team or images of flowers. In object-based video annotation, video frames are automatically labelled with symbolic descriptions which may be connected to the presence of certain objects in the sequence. Using the symbolic descriptions, efficient archival and retrieval of images or sequences of interest is possible. Recognition may be also useful for image catalogue searching/browsing common in art, trademark and other commercial applications. Recently, web-based systems have been developed, searching on the internet for images showing desired objects.
The common requirement of the tasks mentioned above, is object recognition -in a broad sense -defined as follows: Definition 1.1 Object recognition is the task of determining whether (and/or which) objects from one or more object categories appear in a collection/sequence of images.
Our definition of an object is similar to that given by Petrou and Bosdogianni in [66] (p.2), extended to include computer generated graphics: 1 2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Definition 1.2 An object is any part of (virtual) reality whose image can be obtained through the image formation or image rendering process.
A set of objects comprises an object category. In visual recognition, object categories whose members share some appearance regularity are of interest 1 . The degree of appearance regularity may differ significantly between categories. Imagine, for instance, the category of all ¢ ¡ ¤ £ -inch nuts produced by a machine, all bricks produced by a factory and the category of all cars in town. All nuts will appear almost identical, bricks will be subject to a statistical variation in appearance while a much more complex relationship exists between elements of the car category. In the following, the term object recognition will be used to denote both searching for images of a specific object and images of objects from a category. The implicit assumption being that the appearance variation of the category members and that of a single object can be described the same way. Since a single object may be viewed as member of a category with a single element, the terms object and object category will be used interchangeably and we will differentiate only where necessary.
Object recognition is model-based. The decision whether a given object appears in the image is made by comparing image measurements with an object representation which is called the object model. To represent an object, a recognition system may exploit various quantities dependent on object properties such as its shape and surface reflectances. In this thesis, we propose a representation of multicoloured objects using colour-based descriptions of their appearance. The observation motivating our approach is that the presence of a wide range of objects can be determined by establishing that an image has a -not necessarily contiguousregion with a colour structure similar to that of the object. Sometimes, the colour structure may be characteristic of an object category (e.g. all t-shirts with the University of Surrey logo), as opposed to a single object. In that case, a category search can be achieved. For example, retrieval of video sequences showing British events may be accomplished by searching for video frames which show the British national colours.
Consider the example images shown in Fig. 1.1 . In an image retrieval application, images showing objects which belong to the "Coca-Cola" category can be selected on the basis that
The recognition task
The notions of a digital RGB image, an image region and object appearance are fundamental for our definition of recognition. A digital RGB image is a mapping 
is a function of the object properties (e.g. its shape and surface reflectances) and the parameters influencing image formation such as the viewpoint, illumination and the camera sensitivity. For graphic designs, instead of image formation, image rendering parameters must be taken into account. Now, assume the finite set .
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Chapter 1. Introduction . Then, recognition can be seen as a mapping from the set of all images to the set of binary strings of length
).
In some recognition applications, apart from recognition, object localisation may be required. Note that in some applications, a hard (binary) decision about the presence of the object (or category) may not be required. Instead, a quantity related to the likelihood of the object being present in the image is sought for.
We distinguish two special cases of the recognition task. In some applications, it is known that exactly one object (category) may be present in the image. In this case, recognition is a mapping from the set of all images { , where
is the set of indices of the defined object categories. Formally, the objective is to determine the single category In other applications, at most one object (category) is required to be present in an image. The task is defined exactly as the previous one, with the addition of a category of all objects other than the defined ones. In this case, recognition is viewed as the mapping © e to account for the extra category. Such a recognition task is considered in Chapter 10.
Another special case of recognition in computer vision is object search as defined by Wixson in [89] . Quoting from Wixson's paper, an object search is defined as follows: " Using a mobile camera 'head' that can move in some delimited 3D space, such as a room, find a specified 6 Chapter 1. Introduction object (target or desired object) that is somewhere in the space". Another definition is given in [87] by Walcott and Ellis. In their view, object search is "a mechanism that brings an object into view". Clearly object search as defined above, is identical to object detection, assuming a potentially infinite number of views of the object.
Modelling object appearance
We consider two issues related to the design of the recognition system. Firstly, an object representation is sought which is called the object model. The object model consists of some descriptions of object properties and assumptions about the parameters of image formation/rendering which influence the variation in object appearance in different views. Given an object model and measurements from a test image , recognition of the object is achieved if some measurements from the test image can be explained as originating from the projection of the object. In the object recognition literature, this process is called matching. Generally, the design of the matching algorithm is inseparable with the adopted object model.
For object modelling, we take an example-based approach. The object model is automatically learnt from one or more example images of the object. This has a number of advantages over other approaches e.g. those which require a pre-defined geometric model of the object's 3D structure [74] . The methodology followed is essentially identical with appearance-based representations, extensively used in traditional object recognition applications (e.g.
[61]). However, in example-based methods, a sufficiently large number of views of the object (as in [74] for example) available prior to recognition is not a necessity.
The major challenge in designing a general-purpose (as opposed to application specific) object model is the dependence of object appearance on the viewing conditions . A single 3D object may give rise to an infinite number of images e.g. as an effect of changing parameters of the image formation such as viewpoint, illumination and/or acquisition device. Similarly, computer graphics may appear differently in images as a result of changes in the parameters of the rendering process affecting the design, location and scale of the projected objects. Appearancebased recognition methods typically relax the dependence on the image formation parameters by requiring a number of views of the object, sufficiently describing the expected appearance 1.3. Recognition applications 7 changes [61] . In many realistic applications, multiple views of the object are not available.
Learning the object representation from a few, sometimes even a single image example is another challenge, often faced in applications such as image retrieval discussed in Section 1.3.
In Chapter 2, we discuss in detail a number of approaches to modelling object appearance.
In addition, appearance variations are explained as a result of the image formation/rendering process.
Humans have no problems assigning the same label to the same object viewed in different images -a phenomenon called object constancy [46] . In order to achieve object constancy in computer vision, quantities related to object appearance that can be repeatedly measured in different views of the object, have been investigated. In the literature, such reliably detected measurements are often called invariants. In practice, the stability of the invariant measurements depends on deviations from the assumed models and therefore only quasi-invariance is achieved. When an adequate model of image formation exists, the stability of the invariants may depend on object or scene properties such as background clutter, (self-) occlusion and/or shape deformation of non-rigid objects. In this case, robustness rather than invariance is important.
In our work, a model of object appearance is derived from colour-based measurements which relate to the object's surface reflectances. Surface reflectance is an intrinsic object property and, when the dependence of the recorded colour on external factors (e.g. illumination) is well modelled, it is a very useful cue particularly in situations where other object properties such as object silhouette, change dramatically e.g. due to partial occlusion. In addition, colour's fair invariability to changes in sensor resolution, coupled with the desirable properties of being an intuitive, readily available property, has made it attractive for a large number of applications over the past few years ( for a survey see [11] ).
Recognition applications
In this section, we turn our attention to three applications of example-based recognition in (traditional) object recognition, object-or region-based image retrieval and (object-based) image and video annotation. The particular assumptions and requirements of each task are discussed. Object-based (or region-based) retrieval is a special case of content-based image retrieval which is the task of selecting images relevant to an application, from a usually large image collection called the database. In an object-based approach, relevant images are those that show a target or sought object. When the target object is described by a set of example images, retrieval is an example-based recognition task.
Using the definitions of the recognition task in Section 1.1, object-based image retrieval is essentially identical to repeated object detection in images from a collection. However, retrieval systems often allow for user interaction which is not typically the case in traditional object detection systems. Full-image based retrieval is a special case of object detection, requiring that the region occupied by objects from the sought object/category is the whole image. In the literature, the same task can also be found under the names object-related image retrieval In most retrieval applications the size of the image collections to be searched is relatively large. Any method aspiring to be implemented in a working system needs to be sufficiently fast. In comparison with traditional recognition, retrieval systems often exploit information from the users of the application at run time, through a process called relevance feedback.
Furthermore, the diverse content of some image collections (think of the images on the Web) requires general-purpose (as opposed to domain-specific) systems.
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Seeking and retrieving sequences from large video archives is a costly and cumbersome task.
A solution to this problem is automatic video annotation; computing concise descriptions of video data, which can be used to efficiently index (catalog) and retrieve the original sequences.
The task of video annotation can be reduced to image annotation when a video is represented by a collection of independent frames. Several image/video sequence properties can be exploited to represent visual data. These can be visual attributes such as colour and texture or other properties like detected text, motion, audio, shot duration etc. Measurements of these attributes can be computed from each image as a whole (global approach) or as a composite description of selected image regions which may correspond to particular objects appearing in the image (local or object-based approach). Object-based image annotation can be viewed as a recognition task where image labelling is achieved by mapping objects (categories) present in the image to symbolic descriptions.
In object-based annotation applications, the data is typically available off-line, therefore it can be pre-processed e.g. to extract preset examples or useful statistics. It is also likely that more than one image of the sought objects is available in order to learn object appearance. Given the typically large amount of video data to be annotated and the need for fast access/retrieval, annotation methods must be efficient both in computation speed and in the space required for storing the data descriptions.
Successful annotation applications have been demonstrated for general video clip retrieval (e.g.
in [16] ) and domain specific tasks e.g. analysing news video sequences [73] ). In sport video annotation, in particular, one could describe the sequence by the type of sport, the number of players, the colours of their uniforms (or the teams playing) etc. Then, retrieval is achieved by simply querying the system for sequences that show a desired team, sport, player etc. For the development of such a system we have actively participated in the ASSAVID project [3].
The Multimodal Neighbourhood Signature
In this thesis, a novel representation of object colour appearance -the Multimodal Neighbourhood Signature (MNS) -is introduced. The proposed approach is based on the observation that many objects can be detected in a possibly complex scene without extreme effort, regardless The decision on whether a specified object appears in an image which possibly shows other objects as well, is made by matching the object description with image measurements. Signature matching is posed as an assignment problem for feature pairs where each feature is a pair of RGB values corresponding to the locations of two modes of a local colour distribution. A modified version of the stable marriage matching algorithm [41] is used to identify the sought object in the test images (see details in section 3.8). In stable matching it is assumed that the colour features in the signature are independent. In Chapter 10 we propose a matching algorithm which takes into account cooccurence of features.
Object localisation exploits the idea that the sought object is likely to be in the part of the image with the highest population of neighbourhoods with colours similar to the object. The proposed algorithm is similar to a feature localisation scheme as opposed to precise object pose recovery which may not be reliable in general [50] . Analytically, a template of fixed shape is placed over selected image pixels and the location with most matched neighbourhoods inside the template 1.5. Evaluating recognition systems 11 region is returned as the object's estimated location. This algorithm is shown to work well for objects of compact size and localisation accuracy heavily depends on the shape of the template and the variation in object appearance. A more accurate localisation algorithm, applicable to possibly non-compact objects and not reliant on the expected object size, is described in Chapter 10. In that algorithm, a method similar to region growing is proposed. Image regions connected to matched neighbourhoods with similar colours are merged to form larger regions which define the established object location ( t ).
Evaluating recognition systems
The definition of a state-of-the-art general-purpose recognition system is not possible since there does not exist a commonly agreed experimental protocol [57] . Nevertheless, for some domain-specific tasks for which an objective function exists, evaluation of recognition is possible. In this thesis, the proposed method is tested and compared with a number of other methods in three experiments designed specifically for evaluating colour-based recognition algorithms.
In this work, good experimental results are presented for (traditional) object recognition, objectbased image retrieval and object-based video annotation. We argue that the proposed object model is suitable for the intended tasks. Our claim is supported not only by the results obtained but also by the fact that experiments on very different data with diverse content were conducted using identical algorithmic settings.
Contributions
In comparison with published work in the field, our approach has a number of distinctive properties. Its main contributions are listed below:
A novel example-based representation of local object colour structure is proposed. Local appearance is described by invariant features computed from robustly filtered colour values. Neither prior segmentation nor edge detection is required.
The proposed object representation is automatically derived from one or more example images; a realistic assumption in many applications. The method is shown to perform well even with a single example view of the object. A sufficiently large set of object views is not a strict requirement.
Most published recognition methods have been demonstrated to work well with images carefully selected for their experiments. In this work, the implemented algorithm, with its default algorithmic settings, is evaluated using a number of different data sets, representing a variety of applications.
Good results are presented for recognition of objects in cluttered scenes, in the presence of partial occlusion and appearance variations due to changes in viewpoint, illumination, scale and image resolution.
In contrast with previous approaches, the type of invariant features used for recognition is not fixed, but rather it depends on the illumination model which in turn is defined by the application.
A number of colour-based object recognition and image retrieval methods are reviewed and compared. These comparative studies are a contribution in their own right.
A new image set, the SOIL-47 database, is introduced. The data is designed for evaluating colour-based recognition algorithms.
Outline
A number of published approaches to modelling object appearance are critically overviewed in
Chapter 2 and compared with the proposed method. First, the parameters of image formation influencing object appearance are discussed. Understanding and modelling appearance variations is essential for evaluating and comparing different methods. Two main categories of approaches to object modelling are identified. Global models describe properties of the object as a whole whereas local models represent the object as a set of descriptions of its parts. Matching methods can be also categorised into global and local. The only difference between them being that global matching requires that the projection of the object of interest is the full image.
Given the different approaches, the proposed MNS representation is compared to related ideas The performance of the proposed method is evaluated with a colour-based object recognition task described in Chapter 4. A well known experiment designed by M. Swain is repeated.
Swain's images show household objects rotated, displaced and/or deformed in comparison with a single frontal view used for learning object appearance. A number of published results exist for Swain's experiment which allows a comparison with our method. From the comparison, a comprehensive list of all published results on this data set is compiled. In the same chapter, we take the opportunity to study the efficiency of the implemented MNS algorithm. Its speed, storage requirements and sensitivity to the internal parameters are investigated. Finally, the suitability of the method for illumination invariant recognition is tested in a comparative experiment using the image database of the Simon Fraser University.
Swain's images are not representative of appearance variation due to a changing viewpoint in the 3D space. For that reason, another experiment is carried out in Chapter 5. A set of images of 47 household objects , called the Surrey Object Image Library (SOIL-47) is introduced. The MNS representation is shown to be stable for a wide range of 3D viewpoints, even for views very different than the single example used to learn object appearance. Our approach, ignoring the area of object surfaces, is shown to be advantageous in comparison with a graph-based method which exploits, apart from colour, geometrical properties of segmented image regions.
In Chapters 6, 7 and 8, the suitability of MNS for image retrieval is demonstrated. Three types of retrieval applications, are selected; trademark catalogue retrieval, searching for scanned 14 Chapter 1. Introduction colour advertisements and finally searching for images in video sequences. Using algorithmic settings identical to the recognition experiments, MNS performance is tested on data from various sources e.g. computer generated, scanned documents and video frames. The proposed algorithm compares favourably with two retrieval methods which use measurements of area and spatial arrangement of object surfaces. Examples and precision-recall graphs for twenty retrieval experiments from the video frame database can be found in appendix ??.
In some applications, the location of a target object in an image may be important. A localisation algorithm is proposed and shown to work well for compact objects viewed in the presence of many appearance variations and in images with cluttered background. In the conducted comparative experiments, the MNS algorithm outperformed a well known localisation technique, called histogram backprojection [85] .
In Chapter 10, a novel approach to video annotation using object recognition is presented. The so called semantic gap between the computed MNS measurements and a desired symbolic label is bridged by assuming that image labels are assigned as a function of objects appearing in the image. Given the individual characteristics of the task, we describe an algorithm for learning the MNS object representation from multiple examples of a set of predefined objects.
Discriminative MNS features are selected using a training set of selected images. For recognition, we design a Bayesian classifier of binary features computed from MNS measurements.
To determine the image region which is the projection of a recognised object, a localisation algorithm -different that that proposed in the previous chapter -is introduced. The method is evaluated for sport video annotation, using data from the ASSAVID project [3] .
A summary of the thesis and a list of contributions can be found in Chapter 11. Finally, possible extensions and ideas for future research are discussed.
Summary
In this chapter, a number of computer vision applications that require object recognition were introduced. Recognition was defined as the task of establishing the presence and the location of a specified object or object category in a test image. An example-based approach was adopted; the object representation is learnt from a set of example images (or regions). A novel approach 1.8. Summary 15 to modelling local colour appearance, the Multimodal Neighbourhood Signature (MNS), was
introduced. An overview of the MNS method and the conducted experiments comprised the outline of the thesis structure.
